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THE CHAETOGNATHA OVER THE CONTINENTAL SHELF
OF NORTH CAROLINA WITH ATTENTION TO THEffi
RELATION TO THE HYDROGRAPHY OF THE AREA 1
BY
E. LOWE PIERCE
Departme:nt of Biology, University of Florida

ABSTRACT
A series of vertical plankton samples and hydrographic data were obtained over
and somewhat beyond the continental shelf off North Carolina by the ALBATROSS III
during four cruises covering the period from 24 May to 14 June 1949. Continental
shelf, continental slope, and Florida Current waters were found in the area sampled.
Initial mixing between the water masses apparently occurs near the edge of the
continental shelf. Eleven species of chaetognaths were found in characteristic
combinations depending on the water mass sampled. The greatest number of
species was collected in a zone near the edge of the continental shelf where the hydrographic data indicate that mixing took place among the three water masses. These
results show that the distribution of chaetognaths was directly related to the water
masses in the area studied.

At a number of hydrographic stations made by the ALBATROSS III
between 24 May and 14 June 1949 (cruises 18, 19, 21, and 22), vertical
plankton samples were collected over and somewhat beyond the
continental shelf off North Carolina. This was a cooperative undertaking between the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the University
of North Carolina Institute of Fisheries Research. Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution also participated by sending observers and
by analyzing the temperature and salinity distribution of the area.
Since the published information concerning chaetognaths south of
Cape Hatteras (Conant, 1895; 1896) is meager and since extensive
hydrographic data accompanied the samples, some of which were
taken in the Florida Current, it seems worthwhile to enumerate the
species and to consider their relationship to the hydrography of the
reg10n.
1 I am grateful to Dr. Wm. H. Sutcliffe of the Bermuda Biological Station for use
of t he samples which he collected during the above cruises. At that. time he was on
the staff of the University of North Carolina Institute of Fisheries Research . Mr.
Dean F. Bumpus of t he Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has supplied numerous data on temperature, sa lini ty a nd density distribution collected during these
cruises as well as additiona l unpublished information concerning the hydrography
of the southeaste rn Atlantic Coast; he a lso aided greatly in interpreting these data.
I wish to thank Miss Ester Coogle, staff artist, for the drawings in this paper.
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Description of Area Sampled. The continental shelf off North
Carolina between Cape Fear and Cape Hatteras runs in a northeasterly direction and tapers from a width of 57 miles at Cape Fear to 21
miles off Cape Hatteras. The depth over the larger portion of the
shelf ranges between 30 and 50 m. In fact, as a rule it is only on its
outer edge that depths exceeding 60 m are encountered. Beyond the
edge of the shelf, southeast of Cape Fear, the continental slope is
gradual and reaches a depth of 600 m in five miles. In the Cape
Hatteras area, about three miles southeast of the shelf and beneath the
axis of the current as observed in these cruises, the depth is some
3,000 m .
Collection of Samples. The samples were collected by means of
vertical hauls with a 0.5 m net. Its upper portion was made of
number zero mesh and its lower portion of number two mesh. In the
shallower water over the shelf the net was lowered to within a few
meters of the bottom and then pulled to the surface, but near the edge
of the continental shelf, or just beyond, the net was usually lowered
between 100 and 200 m before being pulled to the surface; beyond the
shelf the net was usually hauled through more than 200 m . This
procedure, of course, resulted in filtering variable quantities of water
at different stations. Therefore the actual number of specimens in a
given sample cannot be compared exactly with those of another
sample, and this is especially so regarding inshore and offshore samples.
Of the 47 plankton samples obtained, 39 contained sufficient numbers
of chaetognaths to warrant counting. Because of the uncertainty in
identifying specimens less than 5 mm long, such data have been
omitted. The general area of sampling extended from Cape Fear
southeastward for · approximately 150 miles and northeastward
principally over the continental shelf to some 50 miles north and east
of Cape Hatteras (Fig. 1). Most of the samples were collected over
the shelf, but 10 came from beyond the shelf, most of which were
within the limits of the Florida Current.
Temperature. Between Cape Fear and Cape Hatteras the inshore
surface temperatures approached 70° F from 24 May-3 June 1949,
but in the Florida Current they increased to 80° F (Figs. 1 and 2).
There was no marked surface temperature gradient north from Cape
Fear to Hatteras. The isotherms in this region, though quite irregular, ran roughly parallel to the coast. North of Hatteras where
colder water (65° F) was encountered over the inner half of t he continental shelf, some of the isotherms curved shoreward. Warmer
water (75° F and above) was present on the outer portion of t he shelf
and isotherms of these temperatures co ntinued uninterrupted around
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Figure 1. Sur fa ce t empera ture a nd salinity distri bution for cru ises 18 and 19. Circles
indicate st a tions from w hich plankton samples were obtained . Arrows indicate the inner
edge of the Florida C urrent. (R edra wn from figures supp lied by D . F . Bumpus.)
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the Cape. These observations support the conclusion reached by
Parr (1933) that there is no temperature barrier in the waters off
Hatteras in the summer and therefore no barrier to the northward
movement of warm water animals around this Cape at that season.
North of Hatteras, planktonic animals may be carried farther and
farther offshore by the Current and may remain in essentially the same
temperature. Inshore of the 75° F isotherm there is an abrupt
barrier of cold southerly moving water which turns northward at
Hatteras and may be carried into the Florida Current. Parcels of
water which escape south around the Cape become modified south of
Hatteras.
Over the greater portion of the shelf where the water is less than
50 m deep the bottom and surface temperatures usually differed by
only 2 or 3 degrees. A temperature gradient of 20° or more between
the surface and bottom was common at the edge of the shelf and
somewhat beyond. This was especially evident at the western edge
of the stream. Warmer water extended to deeper levels farther
offshore near the center of the Florida Current, where, for example,
the gradient was redu ced to about 10° between the surface and 200 m.
In samples taken over the center or inner edge of the shelf the
chaetognaths did not usually come from water having a temperature
lower than 70° F. Near the edge of the shelf, or just beyond, any
specimens taken near the bottom by one of the deeper hauls came
from water of 55° For lower.

Salinity. Surface salinities ranged from 35 to 37.2 %o over the
greater portion of the shelf (Figs. 1 and 2). Salinities lower than
these were found in a few instances where samples were taken closer
to shore. Beyond the shelf and at the surface of the Florida Current,
salinities of 36.0 to 36.3 %0 were recorded. Over most of the shelf the
salinity gradient from surface to bottom was slight. Near the edge
there was a small gradient of 0.2 or 0.3 %0 between surface and bottom.
Farther offshore and into the Florida Current there was a gradually
increasing vertical gradient from about 36.1 to 36. 7 %o at 200 m.
With but one or two exceptions, all chaetognaths were collected in
water having salinities between 35'.0 and 36.5 %0 •
Water Movement. The western edge of the Florida Current meanders northeastward along the edge of the continental shelf off North
Carolina. A vertical section (Fig. 3) extending from the ten-fathom
line near Cape Fear southeastward across the Florida Current illustrates the distribution of temperature and salinity in this region.
The swiftest portion of the Current is found where the isotherms
slope upward most sharply (Iselin and Fuglister, 1948). The western
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edge of the Current is located just to the left of the upward sloping
isotherms.
Water of 36.0 %0 or above in 'this area appears to be derived from
the Florida Current. Because the 36.0 %o isohaline swings in deeply
over portions of the shelf (Figs. 1, 2, and 3), there is reason to believe
that this represents water from the Florida Current which has swept
over the shelf and is in the process of mixing with shelf water. Closer
inshore and outside of the 36.0 %o isohaline, more typical and perhaps
more constant shelf water is encountered. Over the inner half of the
shelf, salinities between 36 and 35 %0 are usually encountered until
quite close to shore where the effects of greater dilution from land
drainage are evident. The well mixed condition of the inner shelf
water is illustrated in the vertical section shown in Fig. 3.
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The source of all of the shelf water is not entirely apparent from
these data. It is obvious that land drainage contributes something
to this body of water, but the relative quantities contributed by the
Florida Current and the bottom slope water through the processes of
lateral mixing are not immediately evident. There appears to be no
large movement of water south around Cape Hatteras.
On the outer edge of the shelf the Florida Current produces a net
northeasterly movement of water, while on the inner border of the
shelf, close to shore, the movement appears to be southwesterly.
Bumpus and Wehe (1949) have pointed out that there may be several
cyclonic eddies over the shelf between these two opposite movements
of water or that one long sausage-shaped eddy may extend from
Hatteras to northern Florida.
The Chaetognaths. The continental shelf beyond the 20 m line
between Cape Fear and Cape Hatteras was sampled rather thoroughly.
Moreover, numerous samples were taken beyond the shelf at the edge
of and across the axis of the Florida Current. No plankton samples
were taken close inshore.
The chaetognaths collected by the ALBATROSS III between 24 May
and 14 June 1949 over the continental shelf of North Carolina are:
Sagitta bipunctata Quoy and Gaimard; S. enflata Grassi; S. helenae
Ritter-Zahony; S. hexaptera d'Orbigny; S. lyra Krohn; S. minima
Aida; S. serratodentata Krohn; S. tenuis Conant; Krohnitta pacifica
Aida; K. subtilis Grassi; Pterosagitta draco (Krohn).
On inspection of Fig. 4 and Table I it becomes evident that most of
the species were found near the edge of the shelf, with hauls in this
strip of water frequently containing seven or eight species. By comparison, the inshore samples usually contained between two and five
species.
Samples taken 15 or more miles beyond the shelf and well into the
Florida Current contained an average of five species of chaetognaths
and usually somewhat less than 100 specimens, this in spite of the fact
that several of these hauls were the deepest made. It is noteworthy
that the two deepest hauls (cruise 19, station 16, 660 m; and cruise 22,
station 4, 560 m), in the Florida Current, contained respectively seven
specimens representing four species and 25 specimens representing
five species.
Distribution by Species. In the inshore area over the continental
shelf Sagitta bipunctata was usually absent, and when present it occurr~d in small numbers. Of the eight collections near the IO-fathom
line, only two contained this species, one specimen being taken in one
haul and two in another. Midway between the 10- and 100-fathom
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Figure 4. The distribution of chaetognatbs by stations over and beyond the continental
shelf. The figures after the species represent the number of specimens in each sample.
The depth of the vertical tow is shown beneath each list,
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lines, about half of the samples contained this species, usually 2 or 3
per haul. Beyond the 100-fathom line there was a perceptible increase in the numbers taken . Seven of the 10 samples contained
specimens, but they were never very abundant, the largest number per
haul being ten. The collections of S . bi punctata (Fig. 4, Table I) and
the salinity distribution (Figs. 1 and 2) show that all specimens came
from water having a minimum salinity of 36 %o or very close thereto.
Ritter-Zahony (1911) has described this species as both neritic and
oceanic, with a range between 40° N and 40° S Lat. in the epiplankton.
Huntsman (1919) listed only seven specimens from about 200 miles
southeast of Cape Sable, Nova Scotia, in what was probably the edge
of the Gulf Stream. Neither Bigelow (1926) nor Redfield and Beale
(1940) found this species at any time in the Gulf of Maine, and Bigelow
and Sears (1939) reported none from the continental shelf between
Cape Cod and Chesapeake Bay. Hence it is not as abundant or as
widely distributed along our Atlantic Coast as is S . enflata, and apparently it is less tolerant of temperature and/or salinity fluctuations
than is S. enflata. In view of its limited tolerance, its presence over
the continental shelf suggests that it has been swept in by the Florida
Current and that it will not persist in coastal waters when salinity and
temperature are much below that of the Florida Current.
Sagitta enflata was the most abundant and most widely distributed
chaetognath in the area sampled. It was abundant inshore (20 m)
and offshore as well. Of the 39 samples containing chaetognaths,
only two lacked this species; usually it constituted 40 to 60% of the
total number of chaetognaths in a sample. In the salinity and temperature ranges encountered, no limiting effects could be observed.
According to Huntsman (1919), S. enflata ranges along the Atlantic
Coast as far north as 43° N Lat., and he believes that in these latitudes
it is an indication of the incursion of Gulf Stream water. Bigelow
(1915, 1926), Bigelow and Sears (1939), Redfield and Beale (1940),
and Clarke, Pierce and Bumpus (1943) have recorded it from the
northern portion of its range. In studies of its distribution off the
west coast of Florida, Pierce (1951) found that it was abundant to
within a few miles of shore. But closer inshore, where salinities of
less than 30 %o were encountered, it disappeared. It is both oceanic
. and nerit ic, and in tropical and subtropical oceans its distribution is
world-wide.
Generally the range of Sagitta helenae appears to be confined to
waters over the continental shelf. Of the 28 samples taken over the
shelf, 21 included this species, while only three of ten samples taken
beyond the 100-fathom line included it (Fig. 4). There was a general
decrease in relative abundance from the 10-fathom line to just beyond
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TABLE I. CHAETOGNATHS COLLECTED DURING CRUISES 19 AND 21 WHICH
NoT INCLUDED IN FIG. 4. NUMBERS OVER THE LISTED SPECIES
REPRESENT CRUISE-STATION

19-3
S. enftata-32
S. serratodentata-18
P. draco-I
(90 fm)

19-19
S. bipunctata-3
S. enftata-31
S. hexaptera-I
S. lyra-I
S. serratodentata-3
P . draco-2
(70 fm)
19-21
S. bipunctata-I
S. enftata-25
S . helenae-2
S. minima-12
S. serratodentata-5
K . pacifica-6
P . draco-I
(80 fm)
19-22
S . bipunctata-4
S . enftata-76
S . helenae-2
S . minima-11
S . serratodentata-4
S. tenuis-3
K. pacifica-5
P. draco-I
(80 fm)
19- 23
S. enjlata-12
S. minima-I
S . serratodentata-12
P. draco-2
(80 fm )
19-27
S . bipunctata-2
S . enftata-68
S. helenae-4

S. serratodentata-15
S. tenuis-4
K. pacifica-3
P. draco-4
(18 fm)
19-30*
S . bipunctata-2
S. enftata-16
S. helenae-21
S. minima-3
S. serratodentata-35
S. tenuis-3
K. pacifica-2
(30 fm)
19-31*
S . enftata-52
S . helenae-6
S. serratodentata-44
(20 fm)
19-33*
S. bipunctata-I
S. enftata-10
S . tenuis-3
K. pacifica-I
(15 fm)
19-33*
S . bipunctata-10
S. enftata-75
S. helenae-2
S. serratodentata-35
S. tenuis-I
P. draco-4
(15 fm)
19-34
S. enftata-9
S. helenae-3
S. serratodentata-2
(25 fm)

ARE

S. minima-5
S. serratodentata-10
P. draco-I
(45 fm)
21-4
S. bipunctata-12
S. enftata-316
S. helenae-8
S . minima-188
S. serratodentata-88
K. pacifica-8
P . draco-16
(83 fm)

21-5
S. enjlata-28
S . serratodentata-16
P. draco-6
(22 fm)
21-7
S . bi punctata-16
S. enftata-110
S. helenae-4
S. minima-186
S. serratodentata-52
K . pacifica-18
P. draco-2
(80 fm)
21-9
S. bipunctata-I
S. enftata-4
S. minima-3
S. serratodentata-7
K. pacifica-I
P. draco-1
(50 fm)
21-10
S . bipunctata-1
S. enftata-44
S. helenae-22
S. serralodentata-7
K. pacifica-8
(30 fm )

19-35
S. bip unctata-2
S. enftata-56
S . helenae-12
• Samples from stations 19-30, 19-31, 19-33 were obtained with a Clarke-Bumpus
plankton sampler. Two samples from station 30 and 33 respectively contained
enough chaetognaths to warrant inclusion. One sample from 19-30 is shown io
Fig. 4 ; the others are listed above.
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the 100-fathom line. The present records extend the range of this
little known species considerably. Described originally by RitterZahony (1910) from specimens collected near Dry Tortugas, Florida,
it has been found along the west coast of Florida (Pierce, 1951) and is
now recorded for the first time from points as far north as 35° 46' N
Lat. Bigelow and Sears (1939), in studies of plankton from Chesapeake Bay to Cape Cod, did not record its presence in any samples;
hence it appears doubtful if its northern range extends much beyond
Cape Hatteras.
Sagitla hexaptera was one of the least abundant chaetognaths.
There were a few specimens in three of the 39 samples which contained
chaetognaths. Two of these samples were beyond the shelf while the
third was on the edge. Ritter-Zahony (1911) has described its range
as between 40° N and 40° S. Usually it occurred in the surface layers
down to the limits of visible light. Bigelow and Sears (1939) have
indicated its presence at only one station near the edge of the continental shelf, somewhat southeast of Long Island. Huntsman (1919),
who found S. hexaptera in small numbers at six stations just beyond
the Nova Scotian shelf, has stated, "As it is a form characteristic of
intermediate depths , from 100 to 200 meters, its distribution is an
indication of the extent to which this intermediate water has pressed
in to our shores from the open Atlantic."
Sagitta lyra was represented by only four specimens in the entire
collection : one specimen from a sample taken in the Florida Current
and three from a haul at the edge of the shelf. These hauls extended
to 70 and 84 fathoms respectively. S. lyra is cosmopolitan in all
oceans and is able to exist in both relatively cold water as well as warm
Gulf Stream water. Bigelow (1915) found a few specimens just beyond the shelf of Long Island. Huntsman (1919) collected specimens
at the edge of the continental shelf and beyond in the region east of
Nova Scotia. Redfield and Beale (1940) found it occasionally in
samples from 170 m and deeper in the Gulf of Maine. :\,lost of the
records indicate that it prefers deep water, but Thomson (194 7) has
reported th at it occurred most abundantly in the upper 100 m off
southeastern Australia.
Sagi/ta minima was most abundant along the edge of the continental
shelf in the zone ,Yhere mixing apparently occurred between continental
shelf, continental slope and Florida Current waters. In several of the
samples taken in thi s area, S. m inima was among the more abundant
chaetognaths. It ,ms ne;-er coll ec t ed OYer the inner half of the shelf,
and of those samples taken 15 or more miles east of the shelf, only one
contained two specimens. It s relatively greater abundance in what
appears to be a region of mixing of different water masses is certainly
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worth further investigation. Ritter-Zahony (1911) has indicated that
its range is world-wide between 40° N and 40° S Lat. No published
records indicate that this species has been identified before from the
entire continental shelf of the eastern United States.
Sagitta serratodentata, one of the most abundant species in the collections, was found in 31 of the 39 samples. Of the samples taken near
the IO-fathom line, only one specimen was obtained in one of the nine
hauls, but beyond the 100-fathom line every sample contained this
species. At the farthest offshore stations its abundance approached
and occasionally exceeded that of S. enflata, but at the inshore stations
S. enflata was the dominant form . Being one of the most widespread
of chaetognaths, it is found in the temperate and tropical waters of the
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. It extends northward along the
Atlantic Coast into the Gulf of Maine, where Redfield and Beale
(1940) observed it as an immigrant from the Atlantic surface waters
which are swept into the Gulf of Maine. Huntsman (1919) collected it
commonly in the deeper waters beyond the continental shelf off Nova
Scotia. Bigelow and Sears (1939) found it over the shelf between
Chesapeake Bay and Cape Cod. However, it was more abundant in
the southern portion of its range and less so in samples taken east of
New York. Bigelow and Sears (1939) concluded that it was able to
reproduce in this area and that the population was not dependent on
immigrants from Gulf Stream water. Clarke, Pierce and Bumpus
(1943) recorded this species from the eastern and southern margins of
Georges Bank. Cowles (1930), who reported a few specimens inside
the mouth of Chesapeake Bay, also reported gradually decreasing
numbers from the 100-fathom line toward the mouth of the Bay.
Sagitta tenuis was found in 16 of the 39 samples. Although it was
somewhat more common in inshore waters, it was present in several
samples out to or beyond the 100-fathom line; however, none of the
samples collected 30 miles or more beyond the shelf contained this
species. It was most abundant (44 specimens) in a sample taken near
an entrance to Pamlico Sound. From samples taken on other occasions (Pierce, 1951) it is known to be common in Beaufort Harbor and
in the inshore areas of Florida (St. Augustine and Salerno). This
appears to be a neritic species which can tolerate salinity variations
from 36 to less than 30 %0 , hence it is occasionally found in samples
some distance beyond the continental shelf. Conant (1896) has
described S. tenuis from specimens received from Jamai ca. Bigelow
and Sears (1939) did not find it in the plankton over the continental
shelf between Chesapeake Bay and Cape Cod . Many more records
are needed before its range can be ascertained. It has not been reported from the Pacific.
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Krohnitta pacifica occurred in about half of the samples from the
entire area, from close inshore to many miles beyond the 100-fathom
contour. It was never abundant in any sample, the maximum number
being 20 from a haul near the edge of the shelf. It appears to be rather
tolerant to variations in salinity and temperature. Because K.
pacifica has often been confused with the somewhat rarer K. subtilis,
published records of its distribution are not accurate. Pierce (1951)
collected K. pacifica occasionally along the west coast of Florida, and
Thomson (1947) and Tokioka (1939) recorded it from the western
Pacific. The latter author illustrates its distinctive characters:
slightly heavier body, larger ovary, and narrow lateral fins.
Krohnitta subtilis, rather uncommon, was found in only five samples,
and in only one sample was more than one individual detected. With
but one exception, these specimens were taken on the edge of or beyond
the continental shelf. Although more data are needed, there is little
evidence that it is a neritic species. It has been reported occasionally
along the Atlantic, from the edge of the continental shelf and beyond,
l]ut in some of these instances the species was probably confused with
K. pacifica.
Pterosagitta draco was present in small numbers in every sample
taken beyond the shelf. The largest catch was 18 in one sample.
Inside the 100-fathom line it was less abundant, and only one of the
stations near the IO-fathom line contained a specimen. This species,
as indicated by many reports, is world-wide in tropical and subtropical
waters. In the Atlantic it ranges northward to 43° N Lat., where
Huntsman (1919) reported one from the Nova Scotian banks at the
edge of the Gulf Stream. Bigelow and Sears (1939) also caught a few
specimens near the edge of the Gulf Stream at scattered points between 35° and 41 ° N. As a result of studies of North Atlantic plankton, Strodtmann (1892) considers that P. draco and S. enflata characterize the true region of the Gulf Stream in that area.
Description of Zones. In this study of the distribution of chaetognaths it is apparent that they tend to occur in three somewhat characteristic groups of species representing three zones. It should be understood that these zones, as discussed here, have no well defined borders
and that they may shift position by many miles from time to time
depending on the factors which affect currents and lateral mixing.
Iselin (1939) and others, in describing the region north of Cape
Hatteras, have pointed out that eddies from the Gulf Stream occasionally move in over the continental shelf and that masses of shelf
water move offshore, and it is possible that such movements occur
south of Cape Hatteras. In such a case there would certainly be a
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temporary disruption of any zonation of water which paralleled t he
coast. H owever, the data do indi cate that three zones with distinctive
hydrographic features did exist during these cruises.
Th e Inner S helf. Zone I . The water of this regi on, covering the
inner portion of the shelf, is characterized by salinities of less than
36 %0 and by vertical mixing from surface to bottom. The salinity of
these waters directly reflects the effe ct of dilution by water from rivers
and sounds.
Th e Outer S helf. Zone II . This zone extends from the eastward
limits of the 36 %0 isohaline to the edge of the Florida Current proper,
whi ch is usually in the neighborhood of the edge of t he shelf. Zone
II , characterized by less complete mixing of t he shelf, slope and
Current water, shows some verti cal stratification of temperature and
salinity . A signifi cant amount of initi al lateral mixing of these water
masses takes place here. The salini ty varies from a little above to a
little below 36 %0 , depending on the presence of Florida Current or
slope water.
Th e Flori da Current. Zone I II. In this region the salinity ranged
from 36.1 to 36.7 %0 . Both temperature, which reached 80° Fat the
surface, and salinity, which was usually close to 36.2 %0 at the surface,
were highest in this region . Stratification of temperature and salinity
was evident.
Occurrence of Chaetognaths. T able II shows t he occurrence of
chaetognaths in the three zones. Considering t hose that were commonly taken, it is apparent that the fewest species were present in
Zone I , t he next smallest number in Zone III , and the largest number
in Zon e II. The commonly occurrin g members of Zone II , with the
exception of S. tenuis, constitute a combin ation of the speeies that
" ·e re taken in Zones I and III. This fur t her substantiates t he mixed
eondition of the water in Zone II .
One speC'ies, S. mini ma, rare in Zon es I a nd III , was comm on in
Zone II . T hi s indicates th at t hi zone of in compl etely mixed water,
although di srupted from t ime to t ime, must prevai l at least along this
section of t he coast and t hat it may have considerable ecologic2,I
sign ifi cance in reference to the plan kton.
Also obvious is the fact th at ce rtain species are relatively abundant
in all three zones. S. enjlata is the be::;t example of a common an d
widely di stributed form in t his a rea. T"·o other sper ics, l{. pacifica
and P. druco, occu rred in all th ree zones. S. hclenac appea red to be
lim ited t o the wa ter over the co nti ne nt al shelf a nd was seldom fo und
mu ch beyo nd the edge , alt hough it \\'as often present clo~c to or a few
miles over the edge.
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Conclusions. It is clear that there is a direct relationship between
the hydrography of this region and the distribution of the chaetognaths. There is no random distribution of species from the Florida
Current over the continental shelf just as there is no rapid movement
of quantities of water from the Florida Current over the inner border
of the shelf. In the region at the edge of the shelf, where shelf, slope,
and Current waters come in contact and where initial mixing occurs,
there also is found the greatest number of species.
TABLE

II.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF CHAETOGNATHS OVER AND SOMEWHAT BEYOND
THE CONTINENTAL SHELF OF NORTH CAROLINA

Common
S . enfiata
S. helenae
S. tenuis
S. bipunctata
S. enfiata
S . minima
S. serratodentata
S. helenae
K . pacijica
P. draco

Occasional
The Inner Shelf-Zone I
K. pacijica
P . draco
The Outer Shelf-Zone II
S. tenuis

Rare
S. bipunctata
S. minima
S . serratodentata
K . subtilis
S . hexaptera
S. lyra

The Florida Current-Zone III
S. bipunctata
S. enfiata
S. serratodentata
K. pacijica
P. draco

S. minima

This second zone appears to be particularly rich in species. Vertical
or short oblique hauls which yielded seven and eight species are
certainly above average. One reason for this appears to be the accumulation of species as a result of the mixing of three water masses
in the immediate area.
At present at least two species present interesting possibilities in
that they may be used as indicators of water masses in this region.
S. helenae appears to be an indicator of continental shelf water in the
area under consideration. S. bipunctata appears to be an indicator of
Florida Current water and its lateral extensions over the shelf. Farther
north, S. enflata becomes restricted to Gulf Stream water and is recognized by Strodtmann (1892) along with P . draco as an indicator of
Gulf Stream water in the North Atlantic.
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The present techniques in securing hydrographic data give a much
better picture of the distribution of temperature, salinity, and other
variables in many areas. So that these data may be most effectively
utilized in studying the distribution of planktonic organisms, it is
desirable to develop and use more accurate methods of collecting
plankton samples with large nets from specific depths; such samples
should be obtained as near as possible to the time and place where
hydrographic casts are made for temperature, salinity and other
measurements. It will be from such knowledge that we can determine
the real value of certain animals as indicators of the movement and
mixing of water masses.
Summary. A series of vertical plankton hauls and hydrographic
data were obtained over and somewhat beyond the continental shelf
of North Carolina by the ALBATROSS III during four cruises covering
the period from 24 May to 14 June 1949.
Temperature and salinity distributions are figured and discussed for
the area. Three water masses, continental shelf, continental slope
and Florida Current, are in contact at the edge of the continental shelf
where initial mixing occurs.
Eleven species of chaetognaths were collected in the area sampled.
The largest number of species was collected near the edge of the shelf
(Zone II ) where considerable initial mixing between the three water
masses takes place. These samples frequently contained seven and
eight species. Closer inshore, in typical shelf water (Zone I ), two to
three species were common, and in the Florida Current (Zone III )
five species per sample was the average.
Certain species occurred in all three zones. S. enfiata was the most
widespread and abundant. K. pacifica and P. draco, although less
abundant, were present in all three zones. Certain species appear to
be restricted very largely to one water mass or to a mixture containing
such water. For example, S. helenae was collected almost exclusively
from Zones I and II. S. bipunctata was found in the Florida Current
and in the vertically mixed water of Zone II in the majority of the
samples.
These data demonstrate that the distribution of chaetognaths was
directly related to the water masses in the area studied.
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